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General Information 

This update can exclusively be used for the PSS
®
SINCAL Platform 10.5. It can't be used with other 

product versions! 

Procedure for Installation with Update Wizard 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Starting the Update Wizard. It automatically detects the existing PSS SINCAL Platform 

installation and updates all components. 

Procedure for Manual Installation with Update Files 

Attention: Administrator rights are necessary to supply the update! 

 Close all running PSS SINCAL Platform applications 

 Decompress the Zip archive 

 Copy the directories/files into PSS SINCAL Platform installation directory 

 Start the program PSS Tool and then press the button "Register" in the tab "Administration"  

If you have further questions, please contact the PSS SINCAL Support (phone +43 699 12364435,  

e-mail sincal@simtec.cc). 

Additions/Corrections Update 6 (October 29, 2014) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 SQL Server integration 

Fixed of a problem when saving the results with SQL Native Client Version 11 (problem was 

caused by changes in Update 5). 

Electrical Networks 

 Variable serial element 

Connecting is now analogous to the transformer at nodes with different voltages. 

 DC infeeder 

Correction of a convergence problem in the Newton Raphson load flow at connecting models. 
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 CYMDIST import 

Fixed of a bug when assigning network levels. 

 Protection coordination 

Fixed of a bug when determining the maximum delay time. 

Fixed of a bug in the protection device data screen form of fuses. 

Fixed of a bug when saving data of ground trippings in the database. 

 Load development 

Fixed of a display bug in the diagrams. 

Additions/Corrections Update 5 (October 3, 2014) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Graphics editor 

Minor improvements in the automatic generation of the network diagram using the function 

Update Graphics. 

Electrical Networks 

 Harmonics 

Enhanced result generation for unbalanced networks. 

Fixed of a bug in unbalanced 1-phase lines. 

Results are now available also for unbalanced transformers. 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a bug at loads with unbalanced customer load data. 

Fixed of a bug in Master-Slave systems with Newton Raphson load flow. 

Improved control behavoir at static compensators. 

 Unbalanced load flow 

The display of the current angle is now also available in the network graphics. 

 Short circuit 

Fixed a bug in SC1 and SC2 calculation when using common neutral points. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Load flow 

New control switch "Winkel.lic" to set the rotation to zero on all transformers (only useful for 

wrong simulated networks). 

 Controller debug 

Improvement in debugging controllers. 
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 CON_SWIT 

This type of controller was not working in conjunction with a delay. This problem has been 

solved. 

 PSSE import 

Enhancements at importing transformers. The Winding-IO-Code CW=3 is now also supported 

and the detection of vector groups was improved. 

Additions/Corrections Update 4 (August 29, 2014) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Graphics editor 

Fixed of bug in display of the units in the legend. Manually selected units were not displayed 

correctly. 

 Update graphics 

Fixed of a bug at automatic updating in connection with three-winding transformers. 

 Tabular view 

Display of standard type names at lines in electrical networks. 

 Include networks 

Correction of a display error in the dialog box. 

Electrical Networks 

 Resupply 

Fixed of a bug when creating malfunction scenarios. Here shutdowns and measures for the 

restoration of supply were not applied correctly. 

 Optimal branches 

Fixed of a bug in the algorithm at specific network configurations in conjunction with couplings. 

 Include networks 

The results of Include networks were not properly deleted. Therefore the results of various 

calculations were available. 

 Short circuit 

Fixed of a bug at considering DC-infeeders in conjunction with short-circuit calculations with 

initial load. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a bug in the proceeding of M lines in unbalanced networks. 

 Variant calculation 

Fixed of a bug in the output of PLO files in conjunction to the variant calculation. 
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Additions/Corrections Update 3 (August 1, 2014) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Graphics editor 

Fixed of a serious bug when changing the display order (foreground and background) of 

elements. 

 High DPI 

Fixed of a display bug in the screen form with the navigation buttons when using high DPI 

displays. 

 Description in the network graphic 

Enhanced/improved amount of display in the input data for protection devices and fault 

observations. 

 Automation 

Advanced functionality for updating manipulators. 

 Unit conversion 

Fixed a bug for the conversion from MJ/kg to kWh/kg. 

Electrical Networks 

 Load Flow 

Correction of errors in the power control of static compensators and transformers in balanced 

networks. 

 CIM import/export version 16 

Various adjustments for current changes in the default. 

Adjustments to changes according to the CIM Interop in July. 

Improved import of graphics data. 

 PSS E import 

Improvements to the import of transformers with regulators. 

 Diagrams 

Correction for load profile and motor start-up. The node voltage diagrams were not generated. 

 Dynamics 

Support of additional model types in the definition of signals in the "Plot Definition for Dynamics" 

dialog box. 

 Arc Flash 

Protection devices at switched off branches are not considered any more when checking the 

disconnection of the fault. 

Enhancements at the display of the Arc Flash results in the network graphics. 

Fixed wrong method reported in Arc Flash results. 

 Verify connection conditions 

Addition of a missing limit in the Word report. 
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 DVG import 

Improvement when importing busbar couplings, if the KUP data row does not exist in the record. 

Changed version check. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 RES file 

Improvement in output of the rated voltage at the RES file signals. 

 BOSL 

Correction of errors at initializing the variables in the model. 

 Stability 

Correction of problems in network modeling with sym. components, when network changes 

have been made at active faults and thereby the voltage of a controller should be calculated 

during the machine iteration. 

Fixed of a bug when plotting the power on branches with fault connections. 

 Simulink interface 

Correction of a wrong version check for the Simulink Interface DLL. 

Fixed of initialization problem, when using several different manufacturer DLLs in a project. 

Additions/Corrections Update 2 (June 27, 2014) 

This update contains all the additions of the previous updates and on top of that the following error 

corrections and additions.  

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Properties 

Fixed of a display bug in Content tab. 

 Excel Import 

Fixed of initialization problem when generating the network diagram based on longitude and 

latitude attributes from nodes. 

Electrical Networks 

 Arc Flash 

The procedure for determining the incident energy has been extended. Now the Registry switch 

Simulation\ARCFL_MODE can be used to set parameters, how the incident energy can be 

determined: 

ARCFL_MODE = 0 … Determine the incident energy with currents at protection devices 

ARCFL_MODE = 1 … Determine the incident energy with total current and tmax 

ARCFL_MODE = 2 … Determine the incident energy with total current and tmin  

ARCFL_MODE = 3 … Determine the incident energy with total current and time loop 

 CIM import/export 

Import and export for version 16: Improvements for synchronous machines, improvements for 
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loads, enhancements to the shunt reactors and cross capacitors. 

Various adjustments for current changes in the default. 

 PSS E import 

New Registry switch Simulation\ChangeRangePSSE, which can optionally switch off the 

consideration of limits.  

ChangeRangePSSE = 0 … Limits taking into account disabled  

ChangeRangePSSE = 1 … Limits taking into account enabled (default) 

 Short circuit 

Fixed of bug in license check. 

 Protection coordination 

Considering arc impedances in protection route determination. 

 Protection device database 

Corrections/adjustments at the following device types: 7SJ61, 7SJ62, 7SJ63 and 7SJ64. 

 Harmonics 

Correction at DC-infeeders. An assigned harmonics voltage source was not correctly 

considered. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Linearization 

Error correction for linearization of models. 

 DVG import 

Correction of an error when importing zero-phase sequence data. 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a problem with G types. In unbalanced networks the reactive power was not correctly 

determined. 

 RES file  

Correction of the variables saved in the RES file when using variants. 

Additions/Corrections Update 1 (May 28, 2014) 

This update contains the following error corrections and additions. 

PSS SINCAL User Interface 

 Advanced element and node data 

The number of decimal places of numeric values in the network graphics can now be set using 

the Annotation and Filter dialog box. 

Correction for connections (zero impedance lines). 

 Diagrams in network graphics 

Fixed of display problem in the dialog box when the Windows theme was disabled. 

 Copy of loads in electrical networks 

Fixed of a bug when copying by loads with customer data. 
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 Copy of network elements  

Fixed of a bug when copying network elements with substation and bay assignments. 

 Advanced units for square settings 

For simplified use in America now also the kcmil unit for square settings is supported.  

 Update graphics 

Fixed of a bug in the manual updating: Bends were not correctly saved in the database. 

New registry switch to disable additional bends at manual updating: 

Graphic\Autolayout\ManAddPoints:=0 

Electrical Networks 

 Load flow 

Fixed of a bug in the unbalanced load flow at SVC, shunt reactors and shunt capacitors 

connected between two phases. 

Fixed of a bug in the unbalanced RST load flow with voltage control on a remote node. 

 Short circuit 

Modified accuracy limit for zero values and comparisons. 

 Arc Flash 

Fixed of a bug in the algorithm for network tracing. 

 Dynamics simulation 

The arc impedances of fault observations were not correctly taken into account. 

Correction of negative uk at transformers. 

Correction of a bug when using an element switch time in combination with assigned models.  

Correction at SIMULINK DLL initialization. 

 Protection coordination 

Fixed of a bug when starting the protection calculation using the pop-up menu of the protection 

device. 

Fixed of a bug when using automation functions. 

 Verify connection condition 

Fixed of a problem when the Windows XP operating system was used. 

 VoltVar Optimization 

Error message when the preset capacitor power is 0.0 MVar. 

 Harmonics 

Fixed of bug when using lines with wave resistance equations. 

Allowing negative L/L0 on impedance characteristics. 

Correct sorting of the impedance characteristics values according to the defined frequency. 

 Lines with couplings 

Fixed of a bug in the current monitoring of lines with couplings (M lines). 

 Diakoptics for network elements 

Extended connection of models to network elements, which use the new Diakoptics functions. 

 CIM import/export 

Fixed bug at exporting variable shunt elements. 

Advanced import of transformers, if the rated power has not been defined. 

Adapted import of consumers to the new behavior according to CIM16. 
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PSS PDMS 

 Import and export 

Correct checking of permissions for import and export. 

PSS NETOMAC 

 Variables in models 

Error correction at resolution of variable names in models. 

 P line 

Ignoring P lines in the zero-phase system. 

 BOSL 

Advanced debugging functions. 

 Load flow 

The default value for min impedances at R-lines is now 1E-6 (similar to the previous version). 

 BusBreaker 

Fixed of a bug, when malfunctions are directly assigned to BusBreaker nodes. 

New option to switch off BusBreaker branches. For this the ID "OF" is stored in the column "ZZ" 

of the r line. 

 Diakoptics models 

Advanced implementation for Diakoptics models (model type = 555). 

 Improvement in the Plot Definition for Dynamics dialog box 

In the selection of nodes for network elements, only the matching nodes are offered. 


